Double Down on
Two-Player Fun

Recommending the Best Toys
and Products for Kids

There’s a moment in childhood when toddlers, accustomed to solitary exploration and solo play, finally take
notice of their peers and begin to initiate play for two.
Sometimes as partners, sometimes as opponents, a
child’s direct engagement with another player sparks new
thought processes that help young minds evolve and
grow. Games that require two players nurture strategic
thinking, social exploration and good sportsmanship. The
following recommendations double the fun for kids who
are ready to meet their match in game play.

by Gerry Paige Smith

Star Wars
Battleship

Electronic Talking
8-in-1 Talking
Chess

(Hasbro)

(Croove)

Taking inspiration from the
popular Star Wars: The Force
Awakens universe, the classic
game of Battleship raises the
galactic stakes as two players
pit the strength of the rebels
against the power of the dark side. Signature ships from both sides
of the conflict are represented among the crisply detailed game
pieces. After players get their hidden fleet in place, they take turns
calling out target positions to their opponent in hopes of getting a
strike on an enemy ship. Transforming guess work into deductive
reasoning Star Wars Battleship lets kid develop their own strategy
as they play the ultimate game of hide-and-seek (and destroy) to
determine the future of the galaxy.

BLINK Card Game

Magnetic Wooden
Fishing Game

Moving beyond a gaming
landscape populated with spinners, dice, and colored candy
paths, learning how to play chess is a rite of passage for many kids.
Mastering this ancient game of strategy is made easy with the very
modern help of the Electronic Talking Chess Game from Croove. Beginning with a tutor mode that teaches the elements of the games and
basic piece movement, kids are quickly empowered with the elements
of chess and ready to take new challenges. Novice and experienced
players will find additional modes, 30 chess levels and 5 playing
styles to explore. Whether your opponent is a friend or the computer
itself, chess gets a high-tech boost with the Electronic Talking 8-in-1
Chess Game.

(Mattel)

The simple concept of BLINK
creates invigorating challenges as
players’ perceptions have to shift
between colors, numbers and
shapes to find correct matches
faster than their opponent. Featuring cards that show a shape (star,
moon, triangles etc.) in a variety of colors and quantities, players
create two draw piles and prepare to match and discard the cards
in their hand as the two top cards are turned over. With a goal of
playing out all of the cards in your own draw pile first, it’s the luck of
the draw and the quickest response to the card images that win the
game. BLINK is a fast-paced race to the finish as speed matching
cultivates hand-eye coordination, breathless game play and endless laughter in the blink of an eye.

(Melissa & Doug)

Supporting the notion that
fishing is better with a buddy,
the Magnetic Wooden Fishing
Game provides young anglers with everything they need to reel in
a winning catch. Taking direction from the ‘worm’ spinner, players
use two wooden fishing poles with working reels to catch one of
ten numbered and colored fish. Magnetic ‘lures’ and metal tabs on
each fish make game play easy for young players while fostering
hand-eye coordination and fine motor development. Designed for
two players (but also fun for the solo angler), this active catchand-count game will have the littlest fishermen reeling in the good
times.

Gerry Paige Smith is a syndicated columnist recommending the best products for kids and their families. Discover more at www.PageBookMedia.com
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A Page in a Book
Books That Drive the Story Home
While most of our children are no strangers to traveling in cars, they often find
fascination with the more unusual vehicles that they share the road with. Some
kids are the type to rise early and watch for the garbage truck to roll up and
perform its duty with the containers on the street. Other children make a game of
counting tractor-trailers on the road. And everyone is excited when an ice cream
truck makes an appearance. The following titles celebrate some of the more esoteric vehicles that capture a child’s attention.

Duck on a Tractor

by David Shannon (Scholastic / Blue Sky Press)
When Duck finds the tractor unattended on the farm, it’s just one turn of the key and the whole
barnyard is climbing on board for a big adventure. As each animal scrambles for purchase on the
rolling vehicle, their signature sounds comes with translations of their real thoughts about joining
the pile of farmyard friends on the move. And when the animal-laden tractor makes its way down
main street, the townsfolk’s audible exclamations also come with their own hilarious subtext. David
Shannon’s remarkably expressive comic illustration is the perfect conveyance for this moving
misadventure on the farm!

The Little Snowplow

by Lora Koehler, Illustrated by Jake Parker (Candlewick Press)
Alongside the Mighty Mountain road crew of big trucks, the snowplow is the newest...and
smallest member of the team. But the much larger and more powerful trucks are quick to point
out that the little snowplow is unlikely to be strong enough to do any real work in the town. The
little snowplow is soon relegated to plowing streams, cleaning up after parades, and scooping
up piles of leaves. With cold weather on the way, the snowplow begins lifting and practicing in
preparation for winter even as the big trucks mock him. But when the snow finally comes, the
little snowplow may be the road crew’s strongest asset!

Food Trucks!

by Mark Todd (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt)
With growing fleets of food trucks peppering the landscape all across the country, kids have
become captivated by the magic of these rolling kitchens. Food Trucks! is a delightful exploration of all the different kinds of cuisine and themes that these vehicles bring to the street.
Each two-page spread features a colorful food truck that’s festively outfitted to announce
its unique culinary theme. The accompanying text celebrates the distinct food style of each
truck (with additional notes about regional ingredients and recipes!) Keeping this title on the
reading menu is guaranteed to satisfy kids’ appetites for these restaurants on wheels.

Find more reading recommendations at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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